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INTRODUCTION 

In the early 1980s, many researches have been performed to identify the ability of the Euler Method to calculate the 
vertical flow above the delta wing correctly. A research group calls the First International Vortex Flow Experiment (VFE-
1) was established. The numerical calculation was performed on sharp-edged and blunt-edged in the period between 
1984-1986. At that time, the Euler method codes were not suitable to calculate the pressure distribution for the sharp-
edged delta wing because the secondary vortex cannot be modelled. The second International Vortex Flow Experiment 
(VFE-2) was then established within Research and Technology Organization (RTO) under the Applied Vehicle 
Technology (AVT) symposium in Leon 2001 to investigate further the capability of CFD codes to estimate the flow 
characteristics above the blunt-edged wing. For this group, the calculations were performed on both, sharp and blunt-
edged wing. The data obtained from CFD calculations were then compared with the wind tunnel testing data [1]. The 
outcome from the VFE-2 was that the vortex flow characteristics are complicated for the blunt leading edge, where the 
onset of the primary vortex is no longer fixed at the apex of the wing. At the low to moderate angle of attack, the flow is 
attached to the wing surface. When the angle of attack is further increased, the flow separated near the wing tip due to the 
up-wash distribution at the delta wing leading edge. The formations of the primary vortex were affected by some factors 
such as leading-edge bluntness, Mach number, Reynolds number and angle of attack [2]. The current study has been 
carried out to verify the ability of the flow control technique to change the flow characteristics above the wing. There 
were several flow control techniques available, and one of them is called it the ‘blower’ technique. A recent study has 
shown that this technique can increase the magnitude of the primary vortex and the negative pressure coefficient at a 
higher angle of attack [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. However, it is not certain whether the technique can move the onset of the 
primary vortex to the apex of the wing.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The flow topology above sharp-edged delta wing is dominated by a flow phenomenon called as a primary vortex. As 
the angle of attack is increased, the magnitude of this primary vortex increased. The primary separation line is fixed at 
the leading edge of the wing. Underneath the primary vortex, another vortex called as secondary vortex appears due to 
the strong side flow toward the leading edge [3]. The suction peak of the primary vortex takes a conical shape above the 

ABSTRACT – This paper highlights the flow topology above blunt-edged delta wing of VFE-2 
configuration when an active flow control technique called ‘blower’ is applied in the leading edge 
of the wing. The flow topology above blunt-edged delta wing is very complex, disorganised and 
unresolved compared to sharp-edged wing. For the sharp leading-edged wing, the onset of the 
primary vortex is fixed at the apex of the wing and develops along the entire wing towards the 
trailing edge. However, the onset of the primary vortex is no longer fixed at the apex of the wing 
for the blunt-edged case. The onset of the primary vortex develops at a certain chord-wise position 
and it moved upstream or downstream depending on Reynolds number, angle of attack, Mach 
number and the leading-edge bluntness. An active flow control namely ‘blower’ technique has been 
applied in the leading edge of the wing in order to investigate the upstream/downstream 
progression of the primary vortex. This research has been carried out in order to determine either 
the flow on blunt-edged delta wing would behave as the flow above sharp-edged delta wing if any 
active flow control is applied. The experiments were performed at Reynolds number of 0.5×106, 
1.0×106 and 2.0×106 corresponding to 9 m/s, 18 m/s and 36 m/s in UTM Low Speed wind Tunnel 
based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing. The results obtained from this research have 
shown that the blower technique has significant effects on the flow topology above blunt-edged 
delta wing. The main observation from this study was that the primary vortex has been shifted 20% 
upstream when the blower technique is applied. Another main observation was the ability of this 
flow control to delay the formation of the vortex breakdown.   
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wing, and its magnitude decreases downstream towards the trailing edge. At certain condition, turbulent secondary 
separation may take place outboard of the suction peak [3, 4]. 

The flow characteristic above the blunt-edge wing is rather complicated. The primary separation line is not fixed to 
the leading edge but somewhere in the region close to the leading edge. The attached non-separation flow occurred on 
the wing at a low angle of attack. The primary vortex developed further aft of the wing at certain chord wise position. 
The onset of the flow separation for rounded leading edge can be explained by the flow separation, takes place at a certain 
position downstream from the apex due to the small ratio between the wingspan and the leading-edge radius [6, 7]. The 
flow characteristics are much dependent on the angle of attack, Reynolds number, leading-edge radius and Mach number. 
For the angle of attack, the onset of flow separation and formation of the primary vortex strongly depend on the angle of 
attack. The primary vortex moved upstream to the apex region when the angle of attack increased. Several numerical and 
experimental works have been performed on the VFE-2 wing [8, 9, 10]. At the high angle of attack, another flow 
phenomenon called vortex breakdown appears on the wing in the trailing region. Luckring [11] has discussed very detailed 
effects of Reynolds number on the flow characteristics of the blunt-edged wing. In general, the development of primary 
vortex is delayed when the Reynolds number increased. This situation occurs because the stronger ability of turbulent 
boundary layer flow at the higher Reynolds number has slowed the separation process [12, 13]. The effect of leading-
edge bluntness has been summarised by Luckring [14], and the leading-edge bluntness has influenced the onset and 
progression of the flow separation in the leading edge region.  

In general, when the leading-edge bluntness increased, the development of primary vortex is delayed [15]. The flow 
characteristics above delta wing also changed when several active or passive flow control applied on the wing [16]. Active 
flow control is a technique that controls the vortical flow above delta wings which has various benefits, such as promoting 
or delaying flow separation, lift force enhancement, drag reduction, reduction of the wing and fin buffeting and suppress 
or enhance turbulence. Active and passive flow control techniques are used to modify vortex strength, location and 
structure [17, 18, 19, 20]. Current research carried out by Fahmi [21] has shown that the flow characteristics above the 
VFE-2 model can be controlled by a technique called ‘blower’. During the experiment, Fahmi [21] has placed the blower 
at positions of 25% and 65% from the wing apex. However, this study could not confirm that this configuration has 
successfully brought the primary vortex to the apex of the wing. So, this project is carried out to observe the characteristic 
of primary vortex when the blower is placed in the apex region. 

METHODOLOGY 

In this project, the available UTM VFE-2 model has been used to investigate the effects of flow control on the wing. 
The design is based on the original geometry made by NASA [15]. The model has four sets of leading edges varying in 
their radii over the chord ratio of 0, 0.0005, 0.0015 and 0.0030 representing the sharp-edged, small-edged, medium-edged 
and large-edged wings. Figure 1 shows the engineering drawing of UTM VFE-2 delta wing model while the basic 
dimensions are shown in Table 1, and the model is made of aluminium.  

 

 
Figure 1. The geometry of UTM VFE-2 delta wing model. 
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Table 1. UTM VFE-2 delta wing model dimensions. 

Description Unit Value 
Root chord  m 1.311 
Mean chord m 0.612 
Max span m 0.611 
Wing area  m2 0.801 
Sweep angle   degree 65° 

 
The experiment was carried out in Universiti Teknologi Malaysia Low Speed Wind Tunnel (UTM-LST) with 

dimensions of 2.0m (width) × 1.5m (height) × 5.8m (length) with the maximum speed of 80 m/s. Figure 2 shows the 
layout of the UTM Wind Tunnel. During the experiments, two struts system were used to support the VFE-2 model in 
the test section. The trailing edge of the model is attached to a simple sting structure that can be adjusted manually to 
control the model angle of attack. One measurement technique was employed on the model, which was the surface 
pressure measurement. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show the experimental set-up of VFE-2 at α= 0º and α= 25º in the test section 
of UTM Low Speed Wind Tunnel. 
 

 
Figure 2. The layout of UTM-LST. 

 
(a)               (b) 

Figure 3. The model installation in UTM-LST at (a) α= 0º and (b) α= 25º. 

Test Configuration 
The experiments were conducted at three different velocities of 9, 18 and 36 m/s that corresponding to 0.5×106, 

1.0×106 and 2.0×106 Reynolds numbers respectively. The model angles of attack were varying from α = 0° to 25°. The 
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selection of Reynolds numbers was based on the work carried out by Tajuddin et al [10]. The experiments configuration 
is shown in Table 2. The blower momentum coefficient was then calculated based on Eq. (1) given [17].  
 

Cµ= mj Vj / Q Sw (1) 
 

where Cμ indicates the blower momentum coefficient, mj is the mass flow rate (1.22×10-4), Vj is mean exit velocity 
of the blower (25 m/s), Q is dynamic pressure (1/2 ρ v2) and Sw is delta wing surface area (c2×tan ʌ = 3.68 m2). 

Table 2. Test configuration. 

Reynolds number Velocity (m/s) Angle of attack (º) Blower coefficient, Cμ 
0.5 × 106 9 0 - 25 1.74 × 10-5 
1.0 × 106 18 0 - 25 4.35 × 10-6 
2.0 × 106 36 0 - 25 1.08 × 10-6 

Pressure Distribution Method 
The pressure distribution around the surface of the delta wing was measured using the pressure tubes installed inside 

the delta wing model, as shown in Figure 4. A digital pressure scanner with maximum of 30 ports was then connected to 
each of the tubes to measure the pressure. The pressure scanner is shown in Figure 5.  

 

                                 
Figure 4. Installation of pressure tubes inside the wing.  

               
Figure 5. Pressure scanner. 

Air Blower Experiment Setup 
This section discusses the air blower technique carried out on UTM VFE-2 delta wing model. The blower tube with 

an inner diameter of 2.5 mm has been installed at three positions along the leading edge. The blower was placed at  
Y/Cr = 0.05, 0.25 and 0.65 from the leading edge, as shown in Figure 6. The high-speed air momentum is supplied by 
using air compressor located outside of the test section. In order to control the momentum of the air jet, a single channel 
hot wire was used to control the air blower at constant airspeed of 25 m/s. This is shown in Figure 7(a) and 7(b). 
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Figure 6. The blower positions along the leading edge. 

 
          (a)           (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Flow rate regulator and (b) hot-wire anemometer. 

The experiments were carried out at Reynolds number of 0.5×106, 1.0×106 and 2.0×106 and the angles of attack were 
varied at 0º, 10º, 13.3º, 18º, 23º and 25º. The experiments were conducted in 4 main phases. In the first phase, the 
experiment was conducted without the flow control technique; this experiment is called a clean wing experiment. The 
second phase experiment was conducted under the same flow conditions, but the blower was activated at position I (Y/Cr 
at 0.05). The following experiments were the experiments when the blower is at position II (Y/Cr at 0.25) and III (Y/Cr 
at 0.65) were activated. For each set of the experiments, the surface pressure data were recorded at three times 
repeatability, and the sampling frequency was 0.01 Hz. The data obtained from the clean wing configuration was used to 
compare the effect of the blower at positions I, II and III. 

Uncertainty Analysis  
The pressure has been recorded at three times repeatability, and the sampling frequency was 0.01 Hz. The uncertainty 

analysis was also performed, and the standard error was then calculated for several selected points above the wing with a 
maximum uncertainty of about 0.7%. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section discusses the results obtained from the surface pressure measurement. In particular, the effects of angle 
of attack, Reynolds number, leading edge bluntness and blower will be discussed here. The onset of the primary vortex 
can be observed from the high suction peak near the leading edge. The primary vortex can be observed on the wing if 
there is a suction of pressure in the leading edge region.  

Effect of Angle of Attack 
The sampled results to unveil the effect of the angle of attack at constant Reynolds number of 0.5×106 are shown in 

Figure 8 below. The angles of attack were increased from 13.3º to 18º and 23º. At α = 13.3º, the primary vortex develops 
at about 30% from the wing apex. Upstream from this point, the flow is covered by the attached non-separated flow. 
When the angle of attack is α = 18˚, the primary vortex is developed at about 30% from the wing apex. At the highest 
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angle of attack of α = 23˚, the primary vortex has moved upstream to about 20% from the wing apex. This shows that the 
increase in the angle of attack has shifted the onset of the primary vortex further upstream. The results obtained from the 
present experiment are well agreed with Hummel [1] [8], Luckring [2] [4] and Mat et al [21]. 

 

.    
           (a)           (b) 
 

 
(c) 

Figure 8. Effect of angle of attack on the onset of the primary vortex at (a) 0.5×106, α= 13.3º, (b) 0.5×106, α= 18º and 
(c) 0.5×106, α= 23º. 

Effect of Reynolds Number 
The effect of Reynolds number is done by comparing the data obtained at different Reynolds numbers of 0.5×106, 

1.0×106 and 2.0×106 at a constant angle of attack and leading-edge bluntness, as shown in Figure 9. For this case, the 
comparison was made on the medium-edged wing at an angle of attack of 13.3º. From the figure, the onset of the primary 
vortex developed at about 50% from the wing apex when the Reynolds number is 0.5×106 and at about 60% from the 
wing Apex when the Reynolds number is 1.0×106. It is interesting to notice that the primary vortex developed at about 
70% from the wing Apex when the Reynolds number increased to 2.0×106. The result here has shown that the Reynolds 
number has delayed the development of the primary vortex. The results consist with Hummel [1] [8], Luckring [2] [4], 
Said [12] [13] and Mat et al [21]. 
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          (a)            (b) 
 

 
(c) 

Figure 9. Influence of Reynolds number on the flow topology at Reynolds number of (a) 0.5×106, (b) 1.0×106 and  
(c) 2.0×106 at the angle of attack of 13.3º. 

Effect of Leading-Edge Bluntness 
The sampled data to compare the effect of leading-edge bluntness is shown in Figure 10. In this case, the data obtained 

from the medium-edge model at a Reynolds number of 0.5×106 and α= 13.3˚ is shown. The result has shown that the 
attached flow covered around 30% of the wing from the apex. The primary vortex is observed at 40% from the wing apex.  
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Figure 10. Effect of leading-edge bluntness at Re= 0.5×106 and α= 13.3º. 

Effect of Air Blower on the Flow Topology 
This section discusses the effect on the flow topology when the air jet at 25 m/s flow control (blower) is applied at 

three different positions, namely, blower I, II and III. For all cases, the data obtained from the clean wing configuration 
(red plot) is compared with those from the blower effects (blue plot). The comparison at low Reynolds number of 0.5 × 
106 is shown in Figure 11. When the flow control is positioned as Blower I, shown in Figure 11(a), a very obvious effect 
is noticed at Y/Cr = 0.4. At this point, the flow control has initiated the development of the primary vortex compared to 
clean wing configuration. Upstream from this position, the flow is still attached to the wing surface. A similar situation 
happened when the flow control is positioned as Blower II in Figure 11(b). It shows that the flow control has initiated the 
flow separation earlier compared to the clean wing configuration. A similar situation happened when the flow control is 
located as Blower III in Figure 11(c); it shows that the flow control can initiate earlier separation process. 

 

   
(a)            (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 11. Effect of the blower at Re= 0.5×106, α= 13.3º for (a) blower 1, (b) blower 2 and (c) blower 3. 

The effects of flow control when the angle of attack is increased to α = 18° at Reynolds number of 0.5×106 are shown 
in Figure 12. There is a remarkable feature of the flow topology under this flow condition, for both cases of Blower I and 
II, it can be observed here that the primary vortex has formed at the same position. However, the flow control at both 
positions has increased the size of the primary vortex significantly. This can be observed with the suction peak for the 
blue-lined is relatively bigger when compared to the red-lined suction peak. 
 

   
(a)            (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 12. Effect of the blower at Re= 0.5×106, α= 18º (a) blower 1, (b) blower 2 and (c) blower 3. 

The effect due to the blower at a higher Reynolds number of 2 x 106 is shown in Figure 13. For this case, no significant 
difference noted as far as the effect of flow control on the flow topology is concerned. As noted, the lines of the primary 
vortex for without flow control and with flow control have shown identical to each other. This condition may be linked 
with the stronger ability of turbulent boundary layer to delay the flow separation. This is also because the air jet produced 
by the blower (25 m/s) is lower than the tunnel speed to get the Reynolds number of 2 × 106 (36 m/s).  

 

    
(a)            (b) 
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Figure 13. Effect of the blower at Re= 2.0×106, α= 13.3º for (a) blower 1, (b) blower 2 and (c) blower 3. 

CONCLUSION 

A very detailed study has been carried out to investigate the effects of angle of attack, Reynolds number, leading-edge 
bluntness on the flow characteristics of blunt-edged delta wing VFE-2 configuration. The increase in the angle of attack 
has accelerated the formation of the primary vortex while the increase in Reynolds number and leading-edge bluntness 
have an opposite effect. The effect of flow control, called ‘blower’, has been studied in detail. It can be observed that the 
position of flow control affecting the formation of the primary vortex. At low Reynolds number of 0.5×106, the flow 
control has accelerated the process of primary vortex development. When the Reynolds number increased to 1 × 106, the 
flow control has increased the size of the primary vortex significantly. When the Reynolds number is 2×106, no effect 
occurs; this is because the jet momentum generated by the blower is lower than the speed of testing. Another main 
observation from this experiment is that even the flow control is placed in the apex region, the attached flow still exists. 
More experiments with stronger air jet from the blower could be done in the future.  
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